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Abstract
Time delay neural network (TDNN) has been widely used
in speaker verification tasks. Recently, two TDNN-based
models, including extended TDNN (E-TDNN) and factorized
TDNN (F-TDNN), are proposed to improve the accuracy of
vanilla TDNN. But E-TDNN and F-TDNN increase the number
of parameters due to deeper networks, compared with vanilla
TDNN. In this paper, we propose a novel TDNN-based model,
called densely connected TDNN (D-TDNN), by adopting bot-
tleneck layers and dense connectivity. D-TDNN has fewer pa-
rameters than existing TDNN-based models. Furthermore, we
propose an improved variant of D-TDNN, called D-TDNN-SS,
to employ multiple TDNN branches with short-term and long-
term contexts. D-TDNN-SS can integrate the information from
multiple TDNN branches with a newly designed channel-wise
selection mechanism called statistics-and-selection (SS). Ex-
periments on VoxCeleb datasets show that both D-TDNN and
D-TDNN-SS can outperform existing models to achieve state-
of-the-art accuracy with fewer parameters, and D-TDNN-SS
can achieve better accuracy than D-TDNN.
Index Terms: speaker verification, time delay neural network,
dense connectivity, attention

1. Introduction
The task of speaker verification is to decide whether or not to
accept a speaker’s claim of identity, usually by scoring the sim-
ilarity between enrollment and test utterances. Existing speaker
verification methods typically have two steps. The first step is
called speaker embedding, which aims to extract fixed-length
vectors from variable-length utterances. The second step is
called scoring, which aims to calculate the similarity between
speaker embedding vectors. Representative scoring methods
include cosine similarity and probabilistic linear discriminant
analysis (PLDA) [1].

In the last decade, i-vector [2] used to be predominant for
speaker embedding. Recently, more and more researches focus
on deep neural network (DNN)-based speaker embedding mod-
els [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Some works [5, 8] have empirically verified
that DNN-based speaker embedding models trained on large-
scale datasets can outperform conventional speaker embedding
models like i-vector.

Time delay neural network (TDNN) is one of the most pop-
ular DNNs in speaker embedding. TDNN has shown state-of-
the-art performance on a large range of datasets [4, 5]. The
vanilla TDNN [5] consists of three consecutive TDNN layers
each of which is a temporal one-dimensional convolutional neu-
ral network, followed by two consecutive feed-forward neu-
ral network (FNN) layers and then a statistics pooling layer.
Recently, two new TDNN-based models, including extended
TDNN (E-TDNN) [9] and factorized TDNN (F-TDNN) [10],
are proposed for speaker embedding. E-TDNN extends the net-

work depth of vanilla TDNN by adopting four TDNN layers
and adding one FNN layer after each TDNN layer. F-TDNN
factorizes the weight matrix of each TDNN layer as a product
of two smaller matrices to reduce the number of parameters in
each layer. Then it adopts more channels and a deeper network
than vanilla TDNN. Compared with vanilla TDNN, E-TDNN
and F-TDNN can achieve better accuracy but they substantially
increase the number of parameters.

To reduce the number of parameters and further improve the
accuracy of TDNN, in this paper we propose a novel TDNN-
based model, called densely connected TDNN (D-TDNN)1, for
speaker embedding. The contributions of this paper are outlined
as follows:

• D-TDNN has fewer parameters than existing TDNN-
based models, by adopting bottleneck layers and dense
connectivity.

• An improved variant of D-TDNN, called D-TDNN-SS,
is proposed to employ multiple TDNN branches with
short-term and long-term contexts. D-TDNN-SS can in-
tegrate the information from multiple TDNN branches
with a newly designed channel-wise selection mecha-
nism called statistics-and-selection (SS).

• Experiments on VoxCeleb datasets demonstrate that both
D-TDNN and D-TDNN-SS can outperform existing
TDNN-based models to achieve state-of-the-art accuracy
with fewer parameters, and D-TDNN-SS can achieve
better accuracy than D-TDNN.

2. Related Works
In this section, we briefly review the related works including
two TDNN-based speaker embedding models and skip connec-
tion related methods.

2.1. Extended TDNN

Compared with vanilla TDNN, extended TDNN (E-TDNN) has
one more TDNN layer and interleaves FNN layers between the
TDNN layers. Layer interleaving creates a repeated composite
structure in E-TDNN and we denote it as E-TDNN layer. The
components of an E-TDNN layer are shown in Table 1. Note
that batch normalization (BN) is employed before ReLU but
omitted in the table.

2.2. Factorized TDNN

Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a commonly used ap-
proach for reducing the number of parameters in DNN. Instead
of performing SVD after pre-training and then fine-tuning the
factorized networks, factorized TDNN (F-TDNN) [11] adopts

1D-TDNN is publicly available at https://github.com/
yuyq96/D-TDNN.
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Table 1: The components of an E-TDNN layer. to denotes the
frame offset. dout denotes the output size.

# Component Type Context Output

1 TDNN-ReLU t - to, t, t + to dout

2 FNN-ReLU t dout

Table 2: The components of a F-TDNN layer. dbn denotes the
bottleneck size and dbn << dout.

# Component Type Context Output

1 TDNN (Semi-orthogonal) t - to, t dbn

2 TDNN-ReLU t, t + to dout

the factorized architecture but is trained from scratch. Intu-
itively, F-TDNN adopts bottleneck layers with semi-orthogonal
constraint. We denote the factorized TDNN layer as F-TDNN
layer. The components of a F-TDNN layer are shown in Table 2.

2.3. Skip Connection

Skip connection helps to create fluent information flow in
DNNs. There are two widely used skip connection types in-
cluding residual connection and direct connection. Residual
connection sums up the input and output features. Thus, a tran-
sition layer is required if the input and output sizes are different.
Direct connection concatenates the input and output features. In
F-TDNN [10], direct connections are introduced among some
of the bottleneck layers. In DenseNet [12, 13] which adopts
dense connectivity, direct connections are introduced among all
of the layers in a feed-forward manner.

2.4. Multi-stage Aggregation

Experiments in [14, 15] show that integrating information from
different layers can improve the accuracy of speaker embedding
models. Features from different layers are transited to match
the size at first. Then the features can be summed up [15] or
concatenated [14] to aggregate multi-stage information.

3. Methods
This section presents the details of the proposed speaker embed-
ding model called densely connected TDNN (D-TDNN) and its
variant D-TDNN-SS.

3.1. Densely Connected TDNN

The basic unit of D-TDNN is called D-TDNN layer. D-TDNN
layer is similar to the dense layer of DenseNet but the two-
dimensional convolutional neural network (2D CNN) layers in
DenseNet are replaced with FNN and TDNN layers. The ad-
vantages of FNN and TDNN layers compared to 2D CNN lay-
ers include fewer parameters, less computational cost and a to-
tal receptive field in frequency-domain, which are preferred in
speaker verification tasks.

Specifically, a D-TDNN layer mainly consists of a FNN-
based bottleneck layer and a TDNN layer. Let g denote the
output size of the TDNN layer, also called growth rate. We set
the output size of the bottleneck layer to be twice of the growth
rate, i. e., 2g. Finally, we concatenate the input of the D-TDNN
layer and the output of the TDNN layer. The components of a

Table 3: The components of a D-TDNN layer. din denotes the
input size.

# Component Type Context Output

1 ReLU-FNN t 2g
2 ReLU-TDNN t - to, t, t + to g

Concatenation din + g

Table 4: The architecture of D-TDNN. K denotes the number
of classes. For D-TDNN units, ‘size’ refers to the growth rate,
‘output’ refers to the output size after concatenation.

# Component Type Context Size Output

1 TDNN-ReLU t - 2 : t : t + 2 128 128
2 D-TDNN t - 1, t, t + 1 64 192
3 D-TDNN t - 1, t, t + 1 64 256
4 D-TDNN t - 1, t, t + 1 64 320
5 D-TDNN t - 1, t, t + 1 64 384
6 D-TDNN t - 1, t, t + 1 64 448
7 D-TDNN t - 1, t, t + 1 64 512
8 ReLU-FNN t 256 256
9 D-TDNN t - 3, t, t + 3 64 320
10 D-TDNN t - 3, t, t + 3 64 384
11 D-TDNN t - 3, t, t + 3 64 448
12 D-TDNN t - 3, t, t + 3 64 512
13 D-TDNN t - 3, t, t + 3 64 576
14 D-TDNN t - 3, t, t + 3 64 640
15 D-TDNN t - 3, t, t + 3 64 704
16 D-TDNN t - 3, t, t + 3 64 768
17 D-TDNN t - 3, t, t + 3 64 832
18 D-TDNN t - 3, t, t + 3 64 896
19 D-TDNN t - 3, t, t + 3 64 960
20 D-TDNN t - 3, t, t + 3 64 1024
21 ReLU-FNN t 512 512
22 Pooling (mean+stddev) full-seq 1024
23 FNN-BN (Emb.) 512 512

Softmax K K

D-TDNN layer are shown in Table 3.
We use multiple consecutive D-TDNN layers followed by a

FNN layer to construct a D-TDNN block. The FNN layer aims
to aggregate multi-stage information from different layers. The
formulation of the l-th D-TDNN layer is:

dl = Dl([d0,d1, . . . ,dl−1]), (1)

where d0 denotes the input of the D-TDNN block, dl denotes
the output of the l-th D-TDNN layer, [·] denotes concatena-
tion, Dl(·) denotes the non-linear transformation of the l-th
D-TDNN layer.

The whole architecture of D-TDNN is shown in Table 4,
which consists of five parts. The first part is component 1, which
initializes the number of channels. The second part is compo-
nents 2 to 8, which is a D-TDNN block whose frame offset is set
to 1 with the purpose of learning local features. The third part
is components 9 to 21, which is another D-TDNN block whose
frame offset is set to 3 with the purpose of catching long-term
dependence. The fourth part is component 22, which aggregates
the frame-level features and outputs the utterance-level features.
The last part is component 23, whose output vectors are used as
speaker embeddings.
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3.2. Multi-branch Extension

In the base D-TDNN presented at the above subsection, we
manually set the frame offsets of D-TDNN layers, which might
result in suboptimal solution. Here, we propose a multi-branch
extension of D-TDNN to employ multiple TDNN branches with
different contexts. Specifically, different TDNN branches can
adopt different kernel sizes or different frame offsets so that the
multi-branch extension of D-TDNN can adaptively switch be-
tween short-term context and long-term context. To effectively
combine the information from different branches, we need to
introduce a selection mechanism.

Selective kernel (SK) [16] is a dynamic channel-wise se-
lection mechanism based on softmax attention. Specifically,
the selection module in SK is structured as GAP-FNN-FNNs-
Softmax, where GAP denotes global average pooling. The
pooling layer aims to gather the channel-wise information from
space dimensions and the following layers aim to estimate the
importance of different branches.

We propose to replace the GAP layer with a high-order
statistics pooling (HOSP) layer which collects mean as well as
high-order statistics. We call the new selection mechanism as
statistics-and-selection (SS). Specifically, a SS module is struc-
tured as HOSP-FNN-FNNs-Softmax. First, we combine the in-
formation from different branches by summing up the features
from different branches:

h̃t =

B∑
i=1

hit, (2)

where B denotes the number of branches, hit ∈ RC denotes the
feature vector from the i-th branch at the t-th frame, C denotes
the number of channels.

The HOSP layer collects mean, standard deviation, skew-
ness and kurtosis information for each channel:

µ =
1

T

T∑
t=1

h̃t, (3)

σ =

√√√√ 1

T

T∑
t=1

h̃t � h̃t − µ� µ, (4)

s =
1

T

T∑
t=1

(
h̃t − µ

σ

)3

, (5)

k =
1

T

T∑
t=1

(
h̃t − µ

σ

)4

, (6)

where T denotes the total number of frames, µ ∈ RC , σ ∈ RC ,
s ∈ RC and k ∈ RC denote the mean, standard deviation,
skewness and kurtosis vectors respectively.

The first FNN layer compresses the channel-wise informa-
tion into a smaller vector:

z = U>[µ,σ, s,k] + p, (7)

where U ∈ R4C×C/r and p ∈ RC/r denote the weight matrix
and bias vector of the first FNN layer, r denotes the reduction
factor. In our experiments, C = g = 64, r is set to 2.

The following FNN layers and softmax function are used to

TDNN

null branch

or TDNN

FNN

FNN

HOSP

Softmax

FNN

concatenate

FNN

Figure 1: The structure of D-TDNN-SS layer.

calculate the attention value for each branch:

bi = Vi>z + qi, (8)

aic =
eb

i
c∑B

j=1 e
b
j
c

, (9)

ht =

B∑
i=1

ai � hit, (10)

where Vi ∈ RC/r×C and qi ∈ RC denote the weight ma-
trix and bias vector of the FNN layer corresponding to the i-th
branch, aic denotes the attention value of the i-th branch for the
c-th channel, ht denotes the feature vector after selection.

Except for using different kernel sizes or different frame
offsets in different TDNN branches, we also propose a null
branch for channel suppression. Specifically, we introduce a
null feature vector, denoted as h0

t . Then we only need to change
the calculation of attention values in (8) and (9) by letting i and
j start from 0 instead of 1.

We call the multi-branch extension of D-TDNN with SS as
D-TDNN-SS. The structure of a D-TDNN-SS layer is shown
in Figure 1, where we adopt two branches for demonstration.
The lower branch is a TDNN branch. The upper branch can be
either a null branch or another TDNN branch. Dash line means
we do not need to calculate it if we adopt null branch.

3.3. Cosine-based Softmax Loss

Softmax-based cross-entropy loss, also called softmax loss, is
usually adopted for training multi-class classifiers. Recently,
there have appeared some variants of the softmax loss called
cosine-based softmax loss [17, 18], which further employs co-
sine normalization and introduces an intra-class margin during
training. The formulation of cosine-based softmax loss is:

L = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

log
es·ψ(cos θyi,i)

es·ψ(cos θyi,i) +
∑K
j=1;j 6=yi e

s·cos θj,i
,

where N denotes the number of samples, s denotes the scaling
factor, ψ(·) denotes the function for adding margin, θj,i denotes
the angle between weight vector wj and feature fi = f(xi; Θ),
xi denotes the i-th input, f(·; Θ) denotes the non-linear trans-
formation of the networks and Θ denotes the corresponding pa-
rameters.

Angular additive margin softmax (AAM-Softmax) loss [18]
adds a margin m on the angular values and ψ(·) is defined as:

ψ(cos θ) = cos(θ +m).
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Table 5: Results on the VoxCeleb1 test set.

Model Embedding Size Parameters (M) Loss Function Scoring EER (%) DCF0.01 DCF0.001

TDNN 512 4.2 Softmax Cosine 5.20 0.44 0.60
PLDA 2.34 0.28 0.38

E-TDNN 512 6.1 Softmax Cosine 4.65 0.43 0.53
PLDA 2.08 0.26 0.41

F-TDNN 512 12.4 Softmax Cosine 4.66 0.41 0.57
PLDA 1.89 0.21 0.29

D-TDNN 512 2.8 Softmax Cosine 1.81 0.20 0.28
PLDA 2.02 0.25 0.30

D-TDNN-SK 512 3.4 Softmax Cosine 1.63 0.18 0.31
D-TDNN-SS (0) 512 3.0 Softmax Cosine 1.55 0.20 0.30
D-TDNN-SS 512 3.5 Softmax Cosine 1.41 0.19 0.24
D-TDNN-SS 128 3.1 AAM-Softmax Cosine 1.22 0.13 0.20

Table 6: Dataset for training and evaluation.

# Training Validation Test

speakers 7291 32 40
utterances 1,198,633 1,481 4,874

4. Experiment
In this section, we conduct experiment to compare the proposed
D-TDNN and D-TDNN-SS to TDNN, E-TDNN and F-TDNN.

4.1. Dataset

We conduct experiments on the VoxCeleb1 [19] and Vox-
Celeb2 [5]. Each dataset contains a development set and a test
set. We follow the Kaldi [20] recipe to generate the training ex-
amples, but we do not augment the data. Specifically, the whole
VoxCeleb2 dataset and the development set of VoxCeleb1 are
combined to form a lager development set. We select utter-
ances of 32 speakers from the development set as the validation
set and other utterances are used as training set. The detailed
information of the combined dataset is shown in Table 6.

We calculate 30-dimensional Mel-frequency cepstrum co-
efficients (MFCCs) over a 25ms long window every 10ms. Cep-
stral mean normalization (CMN) is adopted over a 3 seconds
long sliding window and energy-based voice activity detec-
tion (VAD) is used to remove silent frames. The spectrograms
are randomly split into 200 to 400 frames long.

4.2. Implementation Detail

The detailed architectures of TDNN, E-TDNN and F-TDNN
can be found in [5, 9, 10]. We implement all models in PyTorch.
Specifically, we optimize models using stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD) with momentum set to 0.95 and weight decay set
to 5e-4. The size of mini-batch is 128. The learning rate is ini-
tialized as 0.01 and divided by 10 at the 120K-th and 180K-th
iterations. Training terminates at the 240K-th iteration.

For AAM-Softmax loss, we set the margin m and scaling
factor s to 0.4 and 64.0 respectively. ReLU is replaced with
parametric ReLU (PReLU) to stabilize training.

4.3. Result

We adopt two widely used metrics for evaluation, including
the equal error rate (EER) [9] and the minimum of detection

cost function (DCF) [9] with target probabilities set to 0.01 and
0.001.

The results on the VoxCeleb1 test set are listed in Table 5.
Results demonstrate that TDNN, E-TDNN and F-TDNN with
PLDA scoring can achieve better accuracy than those with co-
sine similarity scoring. On the contrary, D-TDNN with cosine
similarity scoring can achieve better accuracy than that with
PLDA scoring.

Comparing the results of D-TDNN with those of TDNN,
E-TDNN and F-TDNN, we find that D-TDNN can outperform
existing TDNN-based models to achieve state-of-the-art accu-
racy. Note that D-TDNN only contains 2.8 million parameters,
which is substantially fewer than existing TDNN-based models.

In Table 5, D-TDNN-SS combines a short-term TDNN
branch and a long-term TDNN branch, whose frame offsets are
set to 1 and 3 respectively. D-TDNN-SS (0) denotes a variant of
D-TDNN-SS which adopts a null branch and a TDNN branch.
We find that D-TDNN-SS can achieve higher accuracy than
D-TDNN-SS (0). Comparing the results between D-TDNN and
D-TDNN-SS (0), we find that channel-wise suppression can im-
prove the accuracy of D-TDNN.

D-TDNN-SK is also a multi-branch extension of D-TDNN
which has the same branch settings as D-TDNN-SS but adopts
selective kernel (SK) for channel-wise selection. Compar-
ing the results of D-TDNN, D-TDNN-SK and D-TDNN-SS,
we find that multi-branch extension can improve the accuracy
of D-TDNN, and our newly proposed channel-wise selection
mechanism SS is better than SK.

We also find that D-TDNN-SS with AAM-Softmax loss can
achieve the best results on all metrics.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel TDNN-based model, called
D-TDNN, for speaker embedding. Furthermore, we propose an
improved variant of D-TDNN, called D-TDNN-SS, to employ
multiple TDNN branches with short-term and long-term con-
texts. Experiments on VoxCeleb datasets demonstrate that our
proposed methods can outperform existing TDNN-based mod-
els to achieve state-of-the-art accuracy, with fewer parameters.
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